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In the northeastern South China Sea, fast 
westward moving nonlinear internal waves 
(NLIWs) emanate nearly daily from the Luzon 
Strait during spring tide. Their propagation 
speed of about 2.9 meters per second is faster 
than NLIWs previously observed in the world’s 
oceans. The amplitudes of these waves reach 
140 meters or more, and they are the largest 
free propagating NLIWs observed to date in 
the interior ocean. These NLIWs energize the 
top 1500 meters of the water column, moving 

water up and down at timescales as short  
as 20 minutes. While their associated energy 
density and energy flux are the largest observed 
to date, the exact source of these giant waves 
has yet to be determined.

NLIWs, which are often found in shelf 
regions, typically are thought to be generated 
either by tidal currents [Alpers, 1985] that 
flow over steep topography (such as sills, 
seamounts, or shelf breaks) or sometimes by 
the instability of current shears. Most syn-
thetic aperture radar (SAR) images of the 
northern South China Sea show NLIWs  
[Hsu et al., 2000], but the best SAR image of 
NLIWs in the Luzon Strait is the European 

Remote Sensing Satellite ERS-1 SAR image  
of 16 June 1995 (http://sol.oc.ntu.edu.tw/IW/ 
1995/ERS1.htm). This image shows that features 
of NLIWs in the deep Luzon Strait are quite 
different from those over the shallow East 
China Sea shelf near Taiwan [Liu et al., 1994]. 
Existing theories and field studies [Liu et al., 1998] 
point to the generation of NLIW in shallow 
water regime from point source, but are insuf-
ficient to explain the location (no sill or shelf 
break nearby), shape, and size of Luzon Strait 
NLIWs in that SAR image.  

NLIWs account for a significant portion of 
the tidal energy budget, and understanding 
NLIWs is important for studies of the energy 
balance of tidal motions and underwater 
sound propagation. The dissipation of NLIWs 
also has biogeochemical effects. They may 
resuspend sediment and mix seawater across 
the thermocline, thereby pumping nutrients 
upward to the oligotrophic surface water to 

sustain biological growth. Furthermore, the 
high speeds of NLIWs pose a threat to offs-
hore drilling platforms, and their large verti-
cal motions can affect underwater moving 
vehicles.

To study the existence, generation, and 
propagation of NLIWs in the South China 
Sea, a satellite and field investigation was  
carried out in the source region, Luzon Strait, 
during the springs of 2005 and 2006. 

Possible Origins of NLIWs  
in the Luzon Strait

In studying ocean waves that can move 
offshore platforms, Bole et al. [1994] hypo- 
thesized that the NLIWs in the northern 
South China Sea originate from sills that 

In 1923, following years of opposition and 
debate, the City of San Francisco, Calif., com-
pleted the O’Shaughnessy Dam, which flooded 
Hetch Hetchy Valley in California’s Yosemite 
National Park. Today, the future of Hetch Hetchy 
Valley is still debated. 

Current discussion of restoring the valley 
has arisen within the state, and the idea of 
restoration has been largely supported by 
the use of system optimization and simulation 
modeling. Mathematical modeling provides 
thorough and systematic analysis of water 
supply systems and can suggest improvements 
to incorporate additional water uses or changing 
priorities. CALVIN (California Value Integrated 
Network), an economic-engineering optimiza-
tion model, was one of two models used to 
evaluate the water supply and hydro-power 
implications of removing the O’Shaughnessy 
Dam [Null, 2003; Null and Lund, 2006]. 

Model results from CALVIN indicate that 
removing the O’Shaughnessy Dam to restore 
Hetch Hetchy Valley would have little effect 
on water deliveries if an intertie was devel-
oped between the Hetch Hetchy Aqueduct 
and the much larger New Don Pedro Reser-
voir downstream. An intertie would entail a 
pump connecting the Hetch Hetchy aqueduct 
with New Don Pedro Reservoir. Currently, they 
cross but are not connected. However, removal 
of the O’Shaughnessy Dam would reduce 
hydropower generation and require new water 
treatment facilities. Modeling efforts clearly 
demonstrate that restoring Hetch Hetchy Val-
ley is feasible in terms of water supply. This 
and similar studies have removed a signifi-
cant technical and political impediment to 
restoration. The current debate over removing 
this dam now has less to do with water sup-
ply than with economic costs and benefits, 
politics, public support, and institutional 
agreements.

History of Hetch Hetchy Valley

Prior to construction of the O’Shaughnessy 
Dam, Hetch Hetchy Valley was nearly identi-
cal to nearby Yosemite Valley, although about 
half the size (Figure 1). Naturalist John Muir, 
founder of the Sierra Club, famously opposed 
dam construction, although his efforts ultimately 
were unsuccessful. 

From an engineering perspective, the Hetch 
Hetchy water project is a classic early  
twentieth-century system, using a remote, 

largely inaccessible, high-elevation watershed 
to deliver pristine water requiring minimal 
treatment, with hydropower as a side benefit. 
Other examples of such systems include Los 
Angeles’ (Calif.) Owens Valley and Mono 
Lake supplies, and systems serving New York 
City, Seattle (Wash.), and Portland (Ore.). The 
Hetch Hetchy system remains a functional 
success, providing reliable, inexpensive, high-
quality water to 2.4 million people in the 
San Francisco Bay area (Figure 2).

The idea of removing the O’Shaughnessy 
Dam to restore Hetch Hetchy Valley recently 
has gained momentum and publicity, although 
skeptics believe that removing a functioning 
dam in drought-prone California may be 
irresponsible or costly. In 2004, California 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger asked his 
state’s Department of Water Resources to 
review existing studies on the O’Shaughnessy 
Dam and the Hetch Hetchy system, and to 
determine the need for additional research 
regarding possible restoration of Hetch Hetchy 
Valley. Also in 2004, a newspaper series detail-
ing the current Hetch Hetchy debate won the 
Pulitzer Prize for editorial journalism [Philp, 
2004]. 

Mathematical Modeling 
of Hetch Hetchy System Alternatives

CALVIN, a model based on the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers’ HEC-PRM (Hydrologic 
Engineering Center’s Prescriptive Reservoir 
Model) code, was used to explore water 
supply alternatives for San Francisco if Hetch 
Hetchy’s the O’Shaughnessy Dam were 
removed [Null, 2003; Draper et al., 2003; Null 
and Lund, 2006]. the O’Shaughnessy Dam is 
only one component of 11 reservoirs and 
connecting pipelines that comprise the Hetch 
Hetchy water system Figure 3). A hypothetical 
pipeline also was added in the model to link 
the downstream New Don Pedro Reservoir 
with the Hetch Hetchy Aqueduct. 

Model results suggest that a pipeline linking 
the Hetch Hetchy Aqueduct with the much 
larger New Don Pedro Reservoir could allow 
almost all water currently captured at the 
O’Shaughnessy Dam to be harnessed and 
used downstream with New Don Pedro Res-
ervoir. Removing the O’Shaughnessy Dam 
would eliminate 14% of existing water storage 
in the Tuolumne River watershed. However, 
its removal would have no effect on urban 
water deliveries if removal is accompanied 
by reoperation of the larger downstream  
reservoir and water transfers from Central  

Valley agricultural regions averaging less than 
600 acre-feet; 740,000 cubic meters (average 
agricultural use exceeds 5,000,000 acre-feet 
[6 billion cubic meters] per year).

However, New Don Pedro Reservoir is not  
a part of the Hetch Hetchy system. It is owned 
and operated by Turlock and Modesto Irriga-
tion Districts, which allow San Francisco to 
have storage space in New Don Pedro Reservoir 
through a water-banking arrangement. For the 
removal of the O’Shaughnessy Dam to be con-
sidered, new institutional agreements must be 
reached between the San Francisco Public 
Utilities District and the Turlock and Modesto 
Irrigation Districts. 

Population growth and the possibility of 
climate warming (reducing the natural storage 
of winter snowpack) often are used to justify 
keeping the O’Shaughnessy Dam. However, 
model results suggest this justification is 
unwarranted. When model runs were made 
using a warm and dry hydrology (worst-case 
scenario in terms of water supply) and an 
urban populations three times that of Califor-
nia’s current population, the presence of the 
O’Shaughnessy Dam did not reduce water 
scarcity or scarcity costs. Under these condi-
tions, the region faced severe water scarcity 

although storage was relatively abundant, 
which indicates that water and storage are 
not the same. 

If Hetch Hetchy Valley was to be restored, 
hydropower generation would decrease at 
the O’Shaughnessy Dam and at surrounding 
high-elevation reservoirs, costing about US$12 
million annually. While hydropower facilities 
downstream of the O’Shaughnessy Dam 
contribute less than 1% of California’s state-
wide power supply, they are clean, locally 
important sources of energy [Rosekrans et al., 
2004].

The water impounded by the O’Shaughnessy 
Dam has a rare exemption from municipal 
filtration requirements. The watershed is  
protected, the upstream portion is entirely 
within Yosemite National Park, and recreation 
is prohibited in the reservoir to preserve water 
quality. This exemption would be lost if the 
O’Shaughnessy Dam was removed, requiring 
additional water treatment facilities. If Hetch 
Hetchy lost this grandfathered status as an 
unfiltered supply, Hetch Hetchy reservoir 
water would require filtration (costing roughly 
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Fig. 1. Hetch Hetchy Valley [U.S. Geological Survey Photographic Library, 1906].

Fig. 2. Hetch Hetchy Reservoir. Photo by Sarah Null, 2005. 
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form saddle-like topography between the 
Batan Islands, just as the NLIWs of the Sulu 
Sea [Apel et al., 1985] originate from the 
sills between islands southeast of the Sulu 
Sea. This hypothesis has two major difficul-
ties in explaining the 16 June 1995 ERS-1 
SAR image. First, the sills between the Batan 
Islands (Batans) do not seem to be the cen-
ters of arcs of the NLIW fronts in the SAR 
image. Second, most NLIWs can be traced 
within 30 kilometers of their source region 
(sill or sea mount), but there are no NLIWs 
that have been observed within 120 kilometers 
of the sills between the Batans. 

An alternative hypothesis for NLIW gener-
ation is the instability of the western boun-
dary of the Kuroshio Current (the largest 
current in the Pacific Ocean), which flows 
along the east coast of Luzon and Taiwan, 
and curves in and out of Luzon Strait before 
reaching Taiwan. However, this hypothesis 
has difficulty in explaining the misalignment 
between the western boundary of the Kuroshio, 
which runs northwest-southeast, and the 
NLIWs, which are aligned north-south. 

The Hengchun Ridge (HCR), at a depth of 
more than 1200 meters below sea level, may 
serve as a deep ‘sill’ for NLIW generation. 
The HCR is far deeper than most sills that 
generate NLIWs, and there is also a slight 
misalignment between the SAR NLIW image 
and the top of the HCR. However, the shapes 
of NLIWs in Luzon Strait align with the eas-
tern slope of the HCR (Figure 1a). This slope 
represents the steepest bathymetry in Luzon 
Strait, and therefore it is an excellent loca-
tion for generating waves. 

Observing Waves in the Luzon Strait

Along 21ºN latitude, ERS SAR images 
taken from 1994 to 2004 show abundant 
NLIWs west of 118ºE, but few east of 118ºE 
to HCR, and none between HCR and the 
Batans. Many hypotheses were raised on 
the generation mechanism and source  
regions of NLIWs west of 118ºE, and on the 
scarcity of NLIWs east of 118ºE. To search 
for and characterize NLIWs east of 118ºE, 
interested scientists planned a five-ship 
field survey across Luzon Strait in April-
May 2005. 

This field and satellite observation pro-
gram was designed to locate and quantify 
the occasionally appearing NLIWs from the 
Luzon Strait. The observations from April 18 
to May 15 of 2005 include components to 
(1) examine satellite SAR coverage (ERS-2, 
Envisat, and RADARSAT) for the surface 
manifestation of NLIWs, as well as analyze 
optical images from the Moderate Resolution 
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on the 
Aqua and Terra satellites; (2) track NLIWs 
with a profiling conductivity-temperature-
depth (CTD) and deep Doppler sonar from 
the research vessel (R/V) Roger Revelle;  
(3) deploy thermistor-chains (T-chain) at 
(21ºN, 121.25ºE) from the R/V Fishery Rese-
archer 1 to detect any NLIW signal between 
HCR and the Batans; and (4) deploy three  
T-chains (strings of temperature-depth log-
gers) west of HCR (on Fishing Boat 1, Fishing 
Boat 2, and the R/V Ocean Researcher 3) to 
observe the westward propagation of NLIWs 
from Luzon Strait. 

NLIWs were spotted on a 25 April 2005 
RADARSAT SAR image at near real-time 
mode. The R/V Roger Revelle was alerted 
and subsequently mapped a 1000-meter-
deep NLIW with a 48-kilohertz sonar. Figure 
1b shows the downward displacement of 
scattering layers in the top 1000 meters 
during the passing of NLIWs on 27 April 
2005. Satellite images from RADARSAT SAR 
and Aqua MODIS (Figure 2) also reveal the 
propagation of NLIWs west of the Luzon 
Strait. The time and longitude of NLIWs 
along 20.4ºN are listed in Table 1 as they 
were observed by satellite images and  
T-chains from ships on 11–13 May 2005. 
Regression analysis shows that NLIWs pro-
pagated westward from Luzon Strait at an 
average speed of 2.9 ± 0.1 meters per second. 

Thus, NLIWs are grown out of internal 
tidal (IT) waves that have peak energy den-
sity between HCR and the Batans. There 
are two possibilities for not finding NLIWs 

between HCR and the Batans: They could 
form and mature west of the HCR, or form 
near the Batans but not yet mature before 
passing the HCR. Additional observations 
of the energy flux of internal tides in the 
Luzon Strait are needed.

The satellite images of large NLIWs were 
verified with the ship measurements in 
Figure 3, which plots temperature profiles as 
a function of time, that were observed by  
T-chains from Fishing Boat 1 near (20.4ºN, 
119ºE) and Fishing Boat 2 near (20.4ºN, 
120ºE). Westward propagating large-ampli-
tude (over 140 meters) NLIWs first passed 
Fishing Boat 2 at 120ºE and then passed  
Fishing Boat 1 at 119ºE with a 10-hour lag. 
The same NLIWs also were observed by an 
acoustic Doppler current profiler of R/V 
Ocean Researcher 3 at (20ºN, 120.5ºE), by 
sonars (Figure 1) of R/V Roger Revelle near 
(20.5ºN, 119.5ºE), and by satellites (Table 1). 

In summary, the field and satellite obser-
vations verified hypotheses that NLIW in 
the South China Sea do exist and that they 
propagate westward to the shallow region 
west of 118ºE. The most likely source region 
of these giant NLIWs in the South China 
Sea is the near 2000-meter-deep HCR, instead 
of the shallow sill between the Batans. One 
unexpected observation is the amplitude 
(>140 meters) of the NLIWs, which is the 
largest in the deep ocean, and their propa-
gation speed, which is among the fastest 

recorded for NLIWs.  Their fast speed (about 
260 km/day in the open South China Sea) 
is the reason why few images of ERS SAR 
caught them; the swath of ERS SAR is only 
100 kilometers, while the gap between two 
consecutive ERS orbits is about 2700 kilo-
meters.   

Opportunities for Further Study

The results of the above studies revealed 
that daily trains of giant NLIWs emanate 
from Luzon Strait. Early results from related 
cruises in May and June 2006 confirm that 
these giant NLIWs emanate westward from 
Hengchun Ridge (120.8ºE) nearly daily during 
spring tide. 

However, the relative contribution of the 
Batans (122ºE) need to be studied further 
in upcoming field experiments, planned for 
2007. These experiments will involve 
deploying a line of acoustic Doppler cur-
rent profiler moorings, and surveying with 
deep-penetrating sonar and CTD measure-
ments in order to capture the NLIWs in the 
top 1000 meters of the water column. 
Modeling studies will help to explain the 
data from the complex and energetic 
marine environment of the Luzon Strait.  
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Fig. 1. (a) Bathymetry of the South China Sea. 
Gray color table is depth in meters. (b) Non-
linear internal waves (NLIWs) from Hengchun 
Ridge were mapped with 48-kilohertz sonar 
on the R/V Roger Revelle at (119.6ºE, 20.5ºN) 
in April–May 2005. Contours are isolines of 
equal acoustic scattering strength corrected for 
spherical spreading.

Luzon  cont. on next page
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A test image taken on 3 October by the 
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) was 
used to plan the next day’s journey by the 
rover Opportunity as the rover began to 
explore its new target, Mars’ Victoria Crater, 
NASA officials announced at a 6 October 
briefing. This image, and future ones, will 
be used in the planning of Opportunity’s 
exploration of the crater, the largest and 
deepest yet to be explored on the planet.  

MRO arrived at Mars in March, and in 
November it begins its prime mission, a 
search for evidence that water persisted on 
the planet for a long period of time. Begin-
ning in late September, MRO’s High Resolu-
tion Imaging Science Experiment (HiRise) 
camera began taking test images of the 
planet’s surface, including one of Victoria 
Crater (Figure 1).  

From 297 kilometers above the surface of 
Mars, the HiRise camera can resolve objects 
that are 89 centimeters across. Zooming in 
on the image of the crater, Opportunity’s 
tracks and shadows can be seen. Future  
reimaging of the area will allow NASA sci-
entists to produce stereo images of the cra-
ter, said HiRise principal investigator Alfred 
McEwen of the University of Arizona Lunar 
and Planetary Laboratory. 

Further images along with data collected 
as the rover travels around the edge of the 
crater will be used to help develop a plan for 
exploring the interior of the crater, according 
to the rovers’ principal investigator, Steve 
Squyres of Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y. 
“As soon as we have located a safe place to 
go in [and] a probable safe place to come 

out, and as soon as we [have] satisfied our-
selves that we have learned most of what we 
need to learn scientifically from the rim, then 
we are going to go into this crater,” he said. 

For the past 21 months, Opportunity has 
traveled south a total of about 10 kilometers 
to reach the 730-meter-wide Victoria Crater 
in Meridiani Planum. Squyres said that it is 
too early to speculate on what the rover could 
find inside the crater, which has exposed 
layered rocks nearly 15 meters high. How-
ever, he said that some of the rocks could 
be billions of years old. 

—SARAH ZIELINSKI, Staff Writer 

with field as well as satellite observations. 
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news

Fig. 2. RADARSAT ScanSAR image (from the Formosa Remote Sensing Center of Taiwan) of 11 
May 2005 and MODIS image of 12 May 2005 west of Luzon Strait. NLIW fronts are packets of 
bright and dark lines. The markers are ship locations on 11 May 2005: solid circle, Fishing Boat 
1 (20.4ºN, 119ºE); open circle, Fishing Boat 2 (20.4ºN, 120ºE ); diamond Roger Revelle (20.5ºN 
119.9ºE), solid square, Ocean Researcher 3 (20ºN, 120.5ºE), and open square, Fishery Researcher 
1 (21ºN, 121.25ºE).

Fig. 3. Movement of isotherms at two fishing boats (FB1 and FB2) as measured by strings of 
temperature-depth loggers. The time mark 10/10:00 means 10 May 2005, 1000 Local Time (UTC 
+ 8 hours). 

Table 1. Time and Longitude of NLIWs 
Observed by Various Ships and RADARSAT on 11–13 May 2005

Day Local Hour Longitude East Latitude North

Ocean 
Researcher 3 11 May 5.667 120.488 20

Fishing Boat 2 11 May 10.08 119.913 20.4

Roger 11 May 10.3 119.9 20.5

RADARSAT 11 May 18.02 119.141 20.4

Fishing Boat 1 11 May 19.824 118.935 20.4

MODIS 12 May 12.833 119.70 20.4

RADARSAT 13 May 5.933 117.95 20.4

MODIS 13 May 13.583 117.2–117.4 20–20.8

Rover Begins Mars Crater Exploration

Fig. 1. NASA Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter 
image of Victoria Crater. The rover Opportunity 
sits on the edge of the crater at approximately 
the ‘10 o’clock’ position.

Scientists Examine Seismic Data  
From North Korean Nuclear Test

North Korea’s unconfirmed nuclear test 
on 9 October displayed several characteristics 
not typical of earthquakes that indicate it 
was indeed a nuclear test, according to Paul 
Richards, a seismologist with the Lamont-
Doherty Earth Observatory of Columbia  
University, Palisades, N.Y. 

Richards said these characteristics include 
a type of seismic surface wave indicating 
the event occurred at shallow depth (less 
than one or two kilometers) and thus likely 
of anthropogenic origin; impulsive quality  
of the waves at the beginning of the seismo-
gram; and very weak shear waves.  

That conclusion by Richards is based on 
a comparison made by his Lamont colleague 
Won-Young Kim of the wave forms recorded 
by a southeast China seismic station approx-
imately 350 kilometers north of the explosion 
and data recorded by the same station of a 
16 December 2004 earthquake that occurred 
a similar distance away. 

The U.S. Geological Survey registered the 
unconfirmed nuclear test as a magnitude 
4.2 earthquake. Twenty seismic stations in 
East Asia, Australia, Europe, and North America, 
including some just a few hundred kilometers 
away from the test site, recorded and are 
now providing evidence about the event, 
said Richards. In addition, various government 
entities are working to confirm the blast. 

From the magnitude of the resulting earth-
quake, scientists have estimated the size of 
the explosion at about one kiloton, which is 
“somewhat small as a nuclear explosion,” 

Richards said. Other seismic networks, such 
as those in South Korea, have estimated a 
smaller magnitude earthquake and thus an 
even smaller explosion.

John Holdren, director of the Science, 
Technology, and Public Policy Program at 
Harvard University’s Kennedy School of  
Government, explained that the explosion’s 
small size of the explosion could mean that 
either the test was unsuccessful or that the 
North Koreans have developed a low-yield 
weapon. However, the latter seemed unlikely 
because these types of weapons are much 
more difficult to develop, he said. In addi-
tion, he noted that CNN.com has reported 
that the North Koreans had told Chinese 
officials before the blast that the test would 
be of a four-kiloton weapon.

Holdren said that the detection of a good 
signal from the recent North Korean test, 
even though it likely was a “fizzle,” validated 
the 2002 conclusion of a U.S. National Acad-
emy of Sciences committee he chaired. The 
committee found that verification of nuclear 
tests was possible down to the range of one 
kiloton or less, which was necessary for 
monitoring the success of the Comprehensive 
Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. In 1999, the U.S. Sen-
ate refused to ratify the treaty, in part because 
of claims that it would be impossible to  
provide verification of events.

—SARAH ZIELINSKI, Staff Writer


